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SUMMARY
Y
Industry-based standardds provide users of ouutsourced av
viation to su
upport theirr
w a means to asses thee resilience of
o aircraft opperators to av
viation riskss
activities with
through inddependent auudit programss. These riskk-based assesssments can also be usedd
by States as a means too supplemennt their oversight of fixeed and rotary
y wing non-airline operations.

1.

INTRODUC
CTION

The Flight Safetty Foundatio
on, in conjunnction with the
t mining and
a resourcees sector,
1.1
Risk Standard (BARS) during
d
2009. Its purposee is to assesss aircraft
developeed the Basicc Aviation R
operatorrs against ann industry-baased standardd with risk controls tailoored to the th
hreats that haave been
identifieed within resoource sector aviation suppport activitiees.
1.2
Whiilst the BAR
RS program was originaally designed for the mining
m
and resources
r
sector, m
many other organisatioons utilise thhe services of aircraft operators for
f the provvision of
outsourcced aviation support withhin the same types of envvironments. Consequently
C
y, membershhip of the
program
m now exten
nds to organiisations inclluding goverrnment, defeence and hum
manitarian agencies.
a
Many other organisations utilisee the BAR Standards annd associateed guidance materials too support
versight.
their aviiation risk ov
1.3
RS program audits are coonducted by auditors with
h either a fligght operationns or
BAR
l
of
maintenance backgroound throughh accredited audit compaanies. Auditoors must meeet minimum levels
u
a specific coursee on conductiing BARS au
udits before joining
j
experiennce as lead auuditors and undergo
the proggram. The auditors and auuditing comp
pany must bee independennt of the operrator and therre are
strict connflict of interest protocolls embeddedd in the BARS
S program.
BAR
RS audits com
mprise of a core
c
manageement compoonent with additional opeerational
1.4
nducted accoording to thee operationaal capability of the airccraft operator. These
categoryy audits con
specialisst operationaal categoriess include heelicopter exteernal loads, night visionn goggle opperations,
medevacc and low leevel geophyssical survey operations. The core eleement of thee audit evaluuates the
organisaational manaagement, saffety manageement system
ms, training, quality assurance, operational
policies and proceduures and mainntenance asppects.
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1.5
The BARS program is now well established globally and is supported by a fully
independent and robust quality control process managed by the Flight Safety Foundation’s office in
Melbourne, Australia. This independent quality control process is a unique feature of the program.
1.6
The Audit is carried out using a controlled list of objective questions that are
standardised and referenced to the BAR Standard, ICAO SARPS and other reference material. There
are no subjective assessments or observations permitted in the audit program.
1.7
The BAR Standards are subject to a six-monthly review by an industry Technical
Advisory Committee. This international committee is comprised of mining and other organisations
that actively use the BARS program to manage aviation risk. Their role is to review the BAR
Standard to ensure that it remains contemporary to their needs and to propose amendments to upgrade
the Standard as new threats become apparent. New editions of the Standards can be produced
expediently without being held back by unnecessary bureaucratic processes.
1.8
The BARS program includes discrete Standards for: onshore Contracted Aircraft
Operations (fixed wing and rotary wing); Offshore Helicopter Operations; Remotely Piloted Aircraft
Systems, and Aerial Mustering. The Standard is accompanied by a comprehensive set of
Implementation Guidelines, all of which can be accessed and downloaded from the Flight Safety
Foundation website.
1.9
The data collection and analysis element of the program is particularly strong for the
contracted aviation sector. Incident and accident data, audit non-conformity data and audit quality
data are all collected and analysed.
2.

DISCUSSION

2.1
The BARS audit program is being viewed by a number of States as a means of
supplementing their regulatory oversight obligations within an industry with scarce resources.
2.2
Whilst BARS audit reports are owned by the aircraft operator, requests to view these
can be made to the operator by a third party as a part of their safety assurance process.
2.3
With a transparent audit scope, the areas that have been subject to a BARS audit
allow regulators to take a risk-based approach by focusing on areas that may not have been subject to
that specific BARS audit.
2.4
The objective nature of the audit means the program has a large data set with which
analysis can be carried out looking at trends by region, country and demographic of the operator.
2.5
The Program uses a pool of trained and experience auditors. Auditors are subject to
annual recurrent training, recency requirements and regular evaluations. The program can influence
the auditing efficacy worldwide for better standardisation and outcomes.
2.6
The Program is in a position of assisting regulatory authorities in their oversight of
certificate holders. The Program provides a repeatable audit to benchmark operators across a
spectrum or evaluate operators across a period of time (e.g. a period of two to three years).
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3.
3.1

ACTION BY THE MEETING
The Meeting is invited to:
a) Support the Flight Safety Foundation BARS Program by promotion of the
Program to regulatory authorities for use in the oversight of the non-airline
sector;
b) Consider the use of the Program for evaluation on the efficacy of the State Safety
Program and its impact on the certificate holders under the SSP; and
c) Consider how the data analysis drawn from the BARS Program can assist the
state in the identification of areas needing further effort in the safety program.

— END —

